Introduction

Climate change poses challenges to the populations of the world. Underlying the phenomenon is the increasing concentration of greenhouse gases resulting from anthropogenic activities which are pushing the climate beyond the level that is considered safe for livelihood (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2018; United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) 1988). This development has resulted in an increased warming of the earth surface which negatively affects societies and their populations (UN 2020; IPCC 2018). While climate change has several adverse effects on populations, displacement and its associated plight as consequence are significant for children in Africa. Importantly, how extraterritorial conduct or omissions associated with climate change can result in displacement of children in Africa merits scrutiny.

Generally, extraterritorial obligations (ETOs) are a burgeoning topic in international human rights law (Vandenhole 2020; Bulto 2011). Hence, the extraterritorial link of climate change with displacement of children as both a challenge and driver of possible measures to address it in Africa is not as clear.

For instance, without a reference to displacement or ETOs, the UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) Resolution 26/33 (UNHRC 2014), linking climate change to human rights, mentions only in passing that children are vulnerable to climate change. The subsequent report of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) connects climate change and the enjoyment of the rights of the child under the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC 1989) and highlights measures including ‘extraterritorial jurisdiction’ as a recommendation (OHCHR 2017, paras. 29 and 62(c)). Nevertheless, the basis for the application of such measures in the context of displacement of children in Africa is not articulated. Reports by Mbaye (2020), BBC (2019) and writings of other authors such as Boko et al. (2008) establish that states in Africa are more vulnerable to climate change. Also, the Committee on the Rights
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of the Child, the treaty monitoring body for the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC 1989), identifies climate change as a threat to children’s health and urges states parties to put children’s health concerns at the centre of their climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies (CRC Committee, General Comment no. 15), but this is done without any comments on extraterritoriality.

The extraterritorial nature of climate change is evident in its global nature (UNGA 1988) and climate pillar instruments such as the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC 1992), and Kyoto Protocol (2005), and the Paris Agreement (2015) that recognise the global threat of climate change. For instance, the Paris Agreement (2015) draws no jurisdictional boundary in its call upon states to respect, promote and consider their respective human rights obligations towards the protection of the rights of the child and intergenerational equity when taking actions to address climate change. The nature of ETOs required of states in socio-economic and cultural rights context has been carefully expounded in the Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Maastricht ETO Principles 2011), and the authoritative writings including De Schutter et al. (2012). But, there is a rare scrutiny on the causal link of displacement of children to extraterritorial acts underlying climate change and its implication for their socio-economic rights in Africa.

Mutua (2000) defines the African human rights system by its normative instruments and jurisprudence. These normative instruments and jurisprudence reflect the efforts by Africa to respond to its own challenges by offering solutions to Africa’s problems. Consequently, the children rights protection regime exists within the system, but the form of legal protection available to children in the context of displacement linked to extraterritorial conduct or omission requires an interrogation. For instance, there is the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (ACRWC 1990) which prescribes a range of socio-economic rights for children. The treaty monitoring body of the instrument, the African Committee of Experts on the Rights and Welfare of Children (CERWC), nonetheless, has neither any jurisprudence nor major work on climate-induced displacement of children. Relevant activities around climate change have no specific focus on displacement. For instance, only a call for general awareness of the general impact of climate change is urged in a 2020 press statement where the CERWC reiterates that children are the most vulnerable to bear the brunt of the impacts of climate change in Africa (AU Press 2020). Resolution 153 (African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) 2009a) in relation to climate change in Africa is also not supported or informed by detailed analysis and bears nothing on extraterritorial link of climate change and displacement. A novel regional convention called the African Union Convention for the Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa (Kampala Convention 2009) recognises that climate change may occasion displacement in its Article 5(4); however, what this normative environment entails for the plight of climate-displaced children is neither specified in the instrument nor explained in the jurisprudence of the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights (the African Commission), which is the treaty monitoring body for the African Charter on Human and Peoples (African Charter) (OAU 1986).

Against this backdrop, this chapter articulates the extraterritorial link of climate change to displacement and the socio-economic rights of children in Africa. It then explores how ETOs may be deployed under the African human rights system in response to the challenge. Some caveats are, however, necessary at the onset. First, the major focus of the chapter is not on the right to asylum-seeking or refugee status which may or may not be the legal consequence of displacement. Displacement generally happens within a territory. Second, in dealing with displacement caused by climate change, it is acknowledged that even if differentially, scenarios causing climate change may occur within and outside Africa. These scenarios include population dynamics (Bongaarts and
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O’Neill 2018), historic fossil-based economic development path (IBRD and World Bank 2010), and the unsustainable consumption or ‘way of life’ of the North (Paris Agreement 2015, preamble; McKibben 2003). However, in discussing displacement of children linked to climate change in Africa, emphasis is placed on the failure of states within and outside Africa to regulate the conduct or omission of non-state actors responsible for extractive activities and climate change response measures which may result in displacement of children abroad. Third, the focus on children is due to their vulnerability and dependent circumstance which, as shall manifest, may negatively impact their socio-economic rights. Lastly, while the plights of displaced children are certain, the contribution is exploratory in the sense that there is no present jurisprudence of the African human rights system on children’s rights that either draws a linkage to climate change or specifically mandates the extraterritorial application of its instruments on the protection of children.

The plight of climate-induced displacement of children and extraterritoriality

The World Bank (2018) estimates that 140 million people will be internally displaced by slow-onset climate change impacts by 2050. Of the 79.5 million displaced, the UNHCR (2019, p. 2) in its global report on forced displacement shows that 30–34 million are children. Due to circumstances including war and natural disasters, evidence exists that displaced children can cross national borders within Africa. Hence UNICEF (2018) highlights that 1/4 immigrants in Africa is a child, a development more than twice the global average. Of the African countries, South Africa and Nigeria host some of the largest child migrant populations in Africa (UNICEF 2018). Generally, the situations facing children substantiate unique challenges of displacement either at home or abroad. This is due to their vulnerability, reliance on adults and decreased ability to protect themselves from danger and to make decisions (Pfefferbaum et al. 2016). Displaced children lose the security, shelter, comfort, traditions and familiarity of a place and family which they have usually enjoyed. Where unaccompanied and separated from their parents, they are exposed to starvation and abuse in forms including trafficking, exploitation and violence (UNICEF 2018). This is not surprising in that displacement disrupts their access to necessities including food, water and sanitation, health and education (UNICEF 2018; UNICEF 2003). The plight of displaced children is not any different even where they are in the company of a displaced family. Loss of land and income that are associated with displacement often render parents and/or extended families incapable of providing for the necessities of children. When displaced outside their states, they need asylum protection and access to basic amenities that are often lacking in a foreign land (UNICEF 2018; UNICEF 2003).

Whether the displacement of children may result from effects of climate change linked to extraterritorial activities is the focus of this section. Extraterritoriality connotes the activities by a state outside its territorial borders (Kanalan 2018; Colangelo 2014). It contrasts generally with the traditional notion of human rights that regulates the relationship between the state and individuals within the territory of the states (Kanalan 2018). In the context of this paper, extraterritoriality encompasses the conduct or omission of a state linked to climate change within or beyond its territory that has effects of displacement on children. It raises a significant issue as to whether a state in Africa or beyond can be responsible for the climate-induced displacement of children and its threat to their socio-economic rights in another African state. This section demonstrates that this is possible in two ways: through the conduct or omission of an African state or its non-state actor in and outside its territory in Africa; and through the conduct or omission of foreign non-state actors from non-African states (developed states) in their territories and in Africa.
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Conduct or omission of an African state or its non-state actor

Emissions that are generated in African states and projects associated with alternative energy sources are significant to climate change, and arguably the displacement of children in Africa. To be sure, Africa accounts for only 2–3 per cent of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions from energy and industrial sources; hence, it contributes least to climate change (UN 2006). This development is changing, though. In a new study featuring data compiled from two satellites, Japan’s Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT) and NASA’s Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO-2), Palmer et al. (2019) found that Africa’s tropical lands released about close to 6 billion tonnes of CO₂ in 2016. ACHPR (2019) and earlier writing of Gorte & Sheikh (2010) explain that other carbon emission sources such as mining, construction and logging are a substantial driver of climate change in Africa. These findings are supported in more recent works. For instance, Burck et al. (2019) find that although Morocco has significantly increased the share of renewables over the past five years, its GHG emissions per capita are still high. The Mineral Council of South Africa (2019) and the Carbon Relief (2018) respectively account that due to its principal reliance on coal for energy, South Africa is adjudged as the world’s 14th largest emitter of greenhouse gases (GHGs). Nigeria’s CO₂ emissions has increased through 1999–2018 period to end at 110.7 million tonnes in 2018 (World Data Atlas 2018a), while within the same period, there was an increase which ended at 2.9 million tonnes in 2018 in Democratic Republic of the Congo (World Data Atlas 2018b). Despite a noticeable decline in Egypt, at current level of 217.44 million tonnes, carbon emissions remain high (Y Charts 2020). The impact of these activities may not be directly responsible for the immediate state of the climate and displacement, nevertheless, it is beyond territorial boundaries of these states and will contribute its own share to the worsening of the climate everywhere including Africa. These emissions are linked to global warming which generate climatic problems, including heat waves, flooding, pollution and a rise in sea level, drought, flooding (Toulmin 2009) which by implication can trigger the displacement of populations including children in Africa.

Also, the pursuit of climate response measures by states in Africa such as alternative and renewable energy sources has extraterritorial implications for the displacement of populations including children. It occurs where a state-owned company in one African state embarks on climate response activities in another state which leads to expropriation of land belonging to families and thereby occasion the displacement of children belonging to such communities. To illustrate, a company based in South Africa, Sasol has projects in Mozambique that are allegedly linked with temporary or permanent loss of access to land and location of cultural significance such as graves, damage to public and private property, permanent physical and economic displacement of families including children (Globeleq 2015). STEG International Services, which is a subsidiary of the Tunisian State-Owned Company of Electricity and Gas (STEG), implements projects in other states in Africa including Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Rwanda and Democratic Republic of Congo (Concord Times 2020). Evidence from Rwanda shows that the activities of STEG have the potential for displacing populations including children (REG 2019). The fact that the activities of businesses can be conducted in this manner points at a lack of exercise of legislative control by the states in which the parent businesses are established in Africa.

Conduct or omission of foreign-owned businesses of the North in Africa

Climate-induced displacement of children linked to extraterritorial acts can arise from the failure of developed states to control effectively the conduct or omission of their private companies
operating in states in Africa. In particular, the activities of companies of the North in the extractive sector during the mining process, as shown by reports, contribute greatly to the release of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane which aggravate climate change (Bruckner et al. 2014). As reported by the UN Environment (2019), such extraction activities have been responsible for 18 per cent of resource-related climate change. The negative implication of this development on water resources, food security, biodiversity, human health and infrastructure triggers displacement of populations including children.

The lack of appropriate control by developed states can incentivise widespread expropriation of land for climate response projects by companies and thereby drive the displacement of children along with their families. There are examples on the foregoing activities in different parts of Africa. For instance, Nigeria has a range of western oil companies, such as Mobil, Texaco, Agip, Chevron, Exxon and Royal Dutch/Shell that hold oil production licences in the Niger Delta, one of the biggest wetlands in the world. Of all these companies, Shell Nigeria, a subsidiary of Royal Dutch/Shell, was the first to discover oil in Ogoniland, Niger Delta area (Hennchen 2015). Persistent oil and gas flaring in Ogoniland does not only contribute to climate change as it means the releases of carbon dioxide underlying global warming into the atmosphere (Bruckner et al. 2014, p. 522; UN 2006). Its associated effects including the pollution of the ecosystem and devastation of the land, water and air cause displacement of populations and importantly children in Ogoni land (UNHRC 2018).

The implementation of the project that aimed to address climate change by promoting alternative energy also causes displacement of children. For instance, the involvement of London-based Central African Mining and Exploration Company (CAMEC) in a large bio-ethanol project, called Procan, plays a significant role in the dispossession and displacement of populations including children in Central and Southern Africa (Vermeulen and Cotula 2010). Overall, the conduct or omission of state-owned corporations by Africa in other African states and the conduct or omission of foreign companies of the North in Africa may result in the displacement which involves children in Africa. The next section considers the likely implications of this displacement for broader socio-economic rights of children in Africa.

Extraterritorial climate displacement as a violation of socio-economic rights of children

Although not yet applied extraterritorially, the instruments in the African human rights system seek to protect the socio-economic rights of children through the provisions of the ACRWC (1990), the African Charter (OAU 1986), and the Kampala Convention (2009), the latter being relevant in the context of climate change and displacement. The provisions of these instruments are instructive on socio-economic rights linkage to displacement and are further illuminated by the decisions of treaty monitoring bodies at the African regional level, notably, the CERWC and the African Commission. Both monitoring bodies apply international human rights instruments under the United Nations, through Article 60 of the African Charter (OAU 1986) and Article 46 of the ACERW (1990) which empowers them respectively to draw inspirations from international human rights instruments. The treaty monitoring bodies within the African human rights system has handled matters of significance to socio-economic rights, foreign non-state actors and displacement of children. In Institute for Human Rights and Development and Others v. Democratic Republic of Congo (ACHPR 2016, Kilwa case), the African Commission noted that the displacement of populations including children and the destruction of the socio-economic infrastructure such as the schools, hospital and other structures can be linked to activities of foreign-owned companies operating in Africa. Hence, it condemned the atrocious involvement
of corporations (particularly Anvil mining, Australia) in the violations of rights and gave clear
directions as to the minimum obligation on companies not to actively violate or support the
violation of human rights in Africa. Understandably, it is difficult to find a violation of extrater-
ritorial obligations as neither Australia (Developed state) nor Anvil mining (non-state actor) is
party to the African Charter or other instruments in the African human rights system.

Also, the decision of CERWC in Michelo Hansungule and others (on behalf of Children in
Northern Uganda) v. the Government of Uganda (Children of Northern Uganda case) (ACHPR
2013) is instructive on the general effects of displacement on children’s rights. In that case, the
CERWC establishes the link between massive displacement and gross violations of human rights
including children’s rights (ACHPR 2013, paras. 2, 3 and 7). In doing so, it found their displace-
ment a violation of Article 1(1) of the ACRWC (ACHPR 2013, para. 37) which requires states
in Africa to adopt legislative and other measures for the recognition rights, freedoms and duties
enshrined in the instrument (ACHPR 2013, para. 37).

Arguably, climate-induced displacement of children can infringe a range of socio-economic
rights of children. Rights of children are indivisibly linked, but activities of actors underlying
climatic problems trigger several distressing events that separate them from friends and family
members. Even when families stay together, the difficulties they face in establishing a degree of
security and community solidarity affects them and pose a general threat to Article 18 of the
ACRWC (1990) on the right to children to parental care and protection. Such activities also
have implications on the right to health, the right to education and culture, the right to water
and the right to food of children in Africa.

All said, the extraterritorial link of climate change to displacement infringes a range of socio-
economic rights of the child, namely, the right to health, the right to education and culture, the
right to water and the right to food of children in Africa. It remains to be seen the extraterrito-
rial potentials within the African human rights system that may apply to respond to climate-
induced displacement and its impact on socio-economic rights of children in Africa.

**Potentials for extraterritorial response to climate-induced displacement of children**

Generally, the protection of human rights is territorial (Kanalan 2018), but recent writings argue
the possibility of extraterritorial application of economic and social cultural rights guaranteed in
key UN human rights instruments (Vandenhole 2020; Skogly 2013; Coomans 2011) and their
relevance to the children’s rights protection regime (Vandenhole 2020; Vandenhole 2009). For
instance, Coomans (2011) explains that the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR) has extraterritorial dimension in that its treaty monitoring body, the
CESCR Committee, calls upon states to seek foreign assistance in fulfilling socio-economic
responsibilities (CESCR General Comment no. 22, paras. 50–52). Using UN General Com-
ment no. 19 on public budgeting resources to fully realise the CRC (CRC Committee General
Comment no. 19) as an example, Vandenhole (2020, p. 227) clarifies that the interpretation of
the Committee on the Rights of the Child regarding extraterritorial application of the CRC is
in line with that of the CESCR.

Triggers for the application of extraterritorial fulfilment of human rights include the cau-
sation of human rights harm (Skogly 2013), and historical responsibility (Vandenhole 2020;
Vandenhole and Benedek 2013). The latter point is in fact instructive as it is the basis for the
principle of common but differentiated responsibility which is entrenched in Articles 3(1) and
4(1) of the UNFCCC (1992), Article 10 of the Kyoto Protocol (2005) and Article 2(2) of the
Paris Agreement (2015) to ensure fairness and equity between the North and South in the
global response to climate change (Wang and Gao 2018). It also agrees with the ‘polluters pay principle’, which traces responsibility to address environmental change to those who are responsible for its cause (Luppi, Parisi and Rajagopalan 2012; Rio Declaration 1992, principle 16). Addressing causation linked to activities of North is problematic, although attribution science is developing and making it possible to address causation challenges by linking a company’s conduct to climate harm. This is done by establishing: (a) the association between greenhouse gas emissions and meteorological change; and (b) the relationship between meteorological change and societal impacts (McCormick et al. 2018). Hence, it may be possible to be able to link a company’s conduct with a particular climate harm even if only partially (McCormick et al. 2018).

At the African regional level, the possibilities of extraterritorial application of key instruments have also been subject of scholarship. With respect to the African Charter, Viljoen (2008, p. 107) notes that accountability is possible where ‘an extraterritorial incident or even in cases where the state has de facto control over that incident or event’. On the same instrument, Bulto (2011, p. 523) argues that there is ‘no textual basis to limit the spatial reach of socio-economic rights such as the right to water or correlative state obligations to a state’s territorial jurisdiction’. In a number of his writings, Jegede (2017; 2016) argues that key African regional human rights instruments including the Kampala Convention may apply extraterritorially in the context of climate-induced displacement of indigenous peoples. Regarding obligations of states towards children, General Comment no. 5 of the CERWC (2018) generally discusses the obligations of states in Africa in strengthening the protection of the rights of the child. Using the instruments that constitute children rights regime under the AU as a basis of analysis, this section argues that extraterritorial responsibility for climate-induced displacement of children is possible on two grounds: extraterritorial application of obligations among states in Africa; and obligations applicable to developed states outside Africa.

**Extraterritorial obligations among states towards children in Africa**

According to the General Comment no. 5 of the CERWC (2018, para. 3.5), the core and universally accepted obligations to ‘respect’, ‘protect’, ‘promote’ and ‘fulfil’ children’s rights apply to the implementation of the ACRWC as a whole. These obligations agree with the Kampala Convention (2009, preamble), and the African Charter (1986) as discernible from the jurisprudence of the African Commission in the *Ogoniland* case (para. 45). It is also supported by the provisions of *Maastricht Principles* (2011, p. 3) on extraterritorial obligations of states representing international expert opinion that clarifies states obligations under international human rights law. The principles are applicable as part of the children’s rights regime in Africa by virtue of Article 61 of the African Charter (1986) and Article 46 of the ACERWC (1990) which allow the monitoring bodies of these respective instruments to draw inspiration from international human rights law.

That the provisions of AU human rights instruments are applicable extraterritorially among states in Africa is not farfetched. Article 1 of the ACRWC (1990), which speaks to obligations of states, is not territorial in nature. Rather, it calls upon states to recognise all the rights and duties entrenched in the instrument and takes needful measures to ensure its realisation. Besides, the extraterritorial application of these instruments to climate-induced displacement of children is in the best interest of the child in Africa. Article 4(1) of the ACRWC (1990) establishes that ‘in all actions undertaken by any person or authority, the best interests of the child shall be the primary consideration’. It is in the best interest of the child to require actors responsible for climate-induced displacement to contribute towards its solution whether they are based within or outside the territory of its occurrence. This reasoning is consistent with General Comment no. 5 of the
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CERWC (2018, para. 4.2) which dismisses the idea that there can be any conditions that could thin the scope, reach or standard of the application of the principle of the best interest of the child. Interestingly, General Comment no. 5 of the CERWC (2018, para. 4.2) also requires ‘private actors, including parents, institutions, business entities and various non-state actors engaged with children’s rights and services’ to adopt the principle of the best interest of the child in all endeavours. Hence, considering that private and non-state actors are involved in activities triggering the climate change scenarios that drive displacement of children, it is legally plausible to construe that extraterritorial obligations exist among states in Africa to ‘respect’, ‘protect’, ‘promote’ and ‘fulfil’ rights as a response to climate-induced displacement of children in Africa.

The obligation to ‘respect’ connotes that states should not interfere in the enjoyment of rights of collective groups (ACHPR 2001, para. 45). The Maastricht Principles (2011, Principles 29–35), De Schutter et al (2012, pp. 1126–1133) indicate that the extraterritorial obligation to ‘respect’ requires states to refrain from direct conduct which may hinder the realisation of rights outside their territories. Articles 3(1)(a), (d) & 4(1) of the Kampala Convention (2009) reflect obligations to ‘respect’ children’s rights in the context of displacement where it requires state parties to ‘refrain from, prohibit and prevent arbitrary displacement of populations’. In the situation of climate-induced displacement and children, the extraterritorial application of the obligation to ‘respect’ signifies that no state in Africa should, through its agents, be involved in climate response projects in a manner that brings about the displacement of children in another African state. It demands that where involvement in such projects is inevitable, the best interest of the child should be a consideration.

The obligation to ‘protect’, according to the African Commission, requires states to adopt measures such as legislation and to provide effective remedies for the protection of rights holders ‘against political, economic and social interferences’ and to control non-state actors so that their operations do not hamper rights (ACHPR 2001, para. 46). This position resonates with the Maastricht Principles (2011) which require states to ensure through appropriate legislation that their non-state actors do not hinder rights abroad. Where states cannot regulate their conduct, they should at the very least influence the conduct of non-state actors and cooperate to ensure that rights are not impeded extraterritorially by non-state actors. To children at risk of climate-induced displacement, this means states should put in place a mix of laws and regulations so that their rights are not impeded due to climate change but protected. Also, it means that states should seek to apply existing legislation and regulation in such a manner that children imperilled by climate-induced displacement are offered adequate assistance.

The obligation to ‘fulfil’ requires states to mobilise ‘its machinery towards the actual realisation of the rights’ (ACHPR 2001, para. 47). It includes the provision of ‘basic needs such as food or resources that can be used for food’. The Maastricht Principles specify that the extraterritorial implication of the obligation to ‘fulfil’ involves cooperation, request and response to international assistance. In relation to obligation to cooperate, Article 8(3)(d) tasks the AU to cooperate with African states and other actors for protecting and assisting displaced persons. The General Comment no. 5 of the CERWC (2018, para. 7.2) calls upon states to cooperate with AU structures, as well as with national and international partners, to discourage practices that are incompatible with the ACERWC. Arguably, this cooperation can be in form of relaxing asylum-seeking rules and expediting the asylum-seeking applications where children are involved. For instance, one would expect an African state whose non-state actor is known for activities responsible for displacement of children in another state in Africa to be obliged to accept asylum-seeking applications involving children from states where their corporations operate. Doing so is not based on moral guilt but on the best interest of children to enable children, and by implication, their care givers settle quickly, and access resources required for the welfare and upbringing in foreign African states.
The obligation to fulfill also involves assistance. Article 20 (2)(a) of the ACRWC (1990) urges state parties to provide material support and assistance. Along similar lines, Article 3(2)(d) of the Kampala Convention (2009) urges state parties to make available, as far as possible, the necessary funds and seek international support for protecting displaced persons in Africa. Article 9(2)(b) of the same instrument reinforces that the assistance includes the provision of food, water, shelter and medical care for their necessary protection. Also, at least states from which corporations whose climate-related activities occasion displacement originate should be willing to assist in making these essential provisions possible. Where unable to provide, they should lead or support the request for international assistance either within or outside Africa. In line with this obligation, states in Africa can seek assistance from one another in responding to climate-induced displacement of children in Africa. Also, based on the vulnerability of children, assistance that addresses pressing needs such as food shelter and water should be a matter of priority.

The obligation to ‘promote’ the enjoyment of all human rights entails that state parties should ensure ‘that individuals are able to exercise their rights, for example, by promoting tolerance, raising awareness, and even building infrastructures’ (ACHPR 2001, para. 46). Its extraterritorial connotation is explained by the Maastricht Principles (2011) to include the observance of principles such as informed participation (Principle 7), and impact assessment (Principle 14). This obligation is evident in the provisions of Articles 10(2) and 10(3) of the Kampala Convention (2009) that aim at promoting consultation and participation of displaced persons in decision-making and the socio-economic and environmental impact assessment of projects related to development. While these provisions generally relate to displaced persons, it applies to the specific circumstance of children confronted by climate-induced displacement. Its application requires that states with actors operating in other states in Africa should ensure that such actors engage children in participation, assess climate-related projects in terms of their potential impacts of children and embark on programmes and activities that strengthen and do not undermine the best interest of children. Doing so may help in averting displacement and its harmful consequences on the socio-economic rights of children in Africa.

Role of developed states towards climate-displaced children in Africa

There are provisions in the children’s rights protection regime of Africa that justify a proposition that developed states, in particular, those whose non-state actors are at the heart of climate-related displacement, have a role to play for extraterritorial conduct or omission underlying the climate-induced displacement of children. Article 20 (2)(a) of the ACRWC (1990) urges state parties to provide material support and assistance but does not foreclose assistance from states outside Africa. Also, Article 8(3)(b) of the Kampala Convention (1990), which requires the AU to ‘co-ordinate mobilisation of international resources for the assistance and protection’ for displaced persons, can be applied to mobilise funds in support of children displaced by climate change. To fulfil the role, emphasis is placed in Article 8(3)(c) of the Kampala Convention on ‘collaboration with international organisations and humanitarian agencies, civil society organisations and other relevant actors’ to support concerned state parties. The fact that these provisions highlight the relevance of ‘international organisations and humanitarian agencies, civil society organisations and other actors’, without limiting this to Africa, suggests that states in Africa can reach for international support beyond Africa for children displaced due to climate change.

Where the above provisions in the children’s rights regime of the African human rights system are activated, developed countries in the North, even if not state parties to the instruments, should be obligated to support displaced children outside the accountability framework of the African human rights system. One reason is that the operations of foreign companies can be
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linked to displacement and violations of rights as seen in the Kilwa case. Another reason in support of such an expectation is that attribution science can help in linking causation of displacement of children with climate-related activities of companies from the North. Yet another reason is the necessity for ‘colonial justice’ which, according to Wilde (2020, p. 58), speaks to ‘the environmentally harmful basis on which the economically privileged parts of the world attained this privilege’. The latter resonates loudly with Africa’s tragic historical experience of colonialism and marginal contribution of the continent to the present state of the climate. Besides, within the pillar instruments on climate change, there are grounds to expect that the request and response to such assistance extend to developed states outside Africa. Developed states under the climate change related instruments, in particular, Article 4(1)(b) of the UNFCCC (1992) and Article 9 of the Paris Agreement (2015) have greater commitment to provide different forms of assistance, including the promotion, facilitation and provision of finances and appropriate technology, practices and processes to address the adverse effect of climate change in developing states, including Africa.

In the context of Africa and reference to children displaced by climate change, international organisations and humanitarian agencies should be willing to facilitate how children so displaced may be helped to settle down and access amenities in their newly found places or states, and thereby ensure that their socio-economic rights are not denied. This reasoning is supported by the Maastricht Principles (2011), which recognise the role of international assistance and cooperation of organisations and humanitarian agencies, civil society organisations and other actors (De Schutter et al 2012, p. 1104). Hence, regarding climate-induced displacement of children, states can request the AU as an entity to use its platforms of engagement to mobilise international resources for the assistance and resources required to address the climate-related displacement of children in Africa. States in Africa can also assist one another to take care for children migrants displaced by climate change to ensure that their socio-economic rights are protected.

Conclusion

Displacement linked to climate affects all mankind but its impact on children in Africa is peculiar due to their vulnerability and the risk which it poses to a range of their socio-economic rights. This chapter interrogates whether extraterritorial link of climate change to displacement of children exists, and if so, how it affects their socio-economic rights as well as the manner through which ETOs can be deployed as a response to its effect on socio-economic rights of children in Africa. As has been demonstrated, on the one hand, climate change is linked to displacement of children through the conduct or omission of an African state or its actors in and outside its territory in Africa. On the other hand, it is connected by means of the conduct or omission of actors from the developed North in their territories and in states within Africa. The failure of a state to address the extraterritorial reach of activities underlying climate change and actions relating to climate change response may have implications on the right to property, the right to health, the right to education and culture, the right to water and the right to food of children in Africa. To adequately respond to this risk to key socio-economic rights, states in Africa can among themselves apply obligations to ‘respect’, ‘protect’, ‘promote’ and ‘fulfil’ rights as a response to climate-induced displacement of children in Africa. Also, there are provisions dealing with international cooperation and assistance in key human rights instruments of the African human rights system that support the position that developed states have a role to play in response to the implications of extraterritorial conduct or omission underlying the climate-induced displacement of children in Africa.
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